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Conservation Volunteer tasks scheduled this month:
New faces always welcome! If you would like to join in with a group 
for the first time, please get in touch with the relevant ranger to 
confirm details. Also see: www.elcv.org.uk/dates/

Yellowcraig Dave; dwild@eastlothian.gov.uk
Aberlady John; jharrison@eastlothian.gov.uk
North Berwick Sam; sranscombe@eastlothian.gov.uk
Path Warden team task Duncan dpriddle@eastlothian.gov.uk
Dunbar CVs Tara/Laura; dcv@eastlothian.gov.uk

Please send in ideas, feedback or content for the next ‘Best boot forward’ to kbaird@elothianmail.net
Apologies for any omissions, inaccuracies and typos. 

VOLUNTEER EVENTS
Museum Trip! Tuesday 
September 11th afternoon
A guided tour of the National 
Museum of Scotland’s 
invertebrate collections. Find 
out how specimens are 
curated and cared for and take 
a look at some of the 
fascinating collections. 

Volly Jolly! This year our 
VOLLY JOLLY will be on 1st

September at Yellowcraig.  
Read all about what’s in store 
inside…

No room for a waffling introduction this month, thanks to a jam-packed issue! Thanks to everyone who has 
contributed. Look forward to seeing lots of you at the Volly Jolly on 1st September (let Duncan know if you are 
coming) and let me know if you would like to come along on the museum bug trip on 11th Sept – it should be an 
interesting visit.

“Path warden Colin is shown 
modelling here our new litter 
cart. With its rough tyres and 
rigid frame this buggy can go 
off-road, and makes collecting 
litter from linear and / or 
lengthy destinations much 
less of a haul. Capacity is 
confined to 2 litter sacks. 
However, if any path warden –
or any volunteer – would like 
to borrow the buggy, please 
just get in touch with Duncan 
dpriddle@eastlothian.gov.uk”

Litter pick in style!

HIKE: Over the Hills and Far Away: Sunday 19th August 10:00 An 11-mile hill walk along established tracks 
and trails through the Lammermuir Hills from Lammer Law to Faseny.

Ranger-led Activities and Hikes Visit www.eastlothian.gov.uk/rangerevents for details and 

to book. Also remember the Rangers are leading a number of day trips around the county (by minibus and by 
bike!). Please pass on to friends and family who might be interested. Our Ranger team are fun to be with and 

know lots of things so they should be a great way to get to explore some of East Lothian’s wildlife and wild places

EVENT: Fungal Foray: Saturday 25th August 14:00 - 16:00 East Linton Age 16+. Join the ranger on a fungi 
walk and discover what fungi are, what they do and why they are so important.

mailto:jharrison@eastlothian.gov.uk
mailto:dpriddle@eastlothian.gov.uk
mailto:kbaird@elothianmail.net
mailto:dpriddle@eastlothian.gov.uk
http://www.eastlothian.gov.uk/rangerevents


Volunteer activity

Forensic searching for Frog Orchids (They are small. And green.) Yellowcraig

Removing the Tern fence at Spike Island

North Berwick Conservation Volunteers enjoying some deconstruction

Strimmer training 
with Duncan left a 
nice clear path

Thomas B’s path near Skateraw Traprain ponies. Volunteering by eating grass.



Sunny wildlife!  Here are some photos of wildlife spotted whilst checking paths and doing 

surveys. Clockwise from top left: Grass of Parnassus, Dark Green Fritillary, Garden Tiger (Amanda 
Graham at Aberlady); Common Blue (Alan Whyte); Six-spot Burnets (Liz C); Green-veined and 
Small Whites (Sylvia Beaumont at North Berwick Law); Beautiful Demoiselle (Abbie Marland at 
Woodhall Dean – and a new East Lothian record!!)



Pedicels, peduncles or petioles? 
By Louise Hardy

I believe that brooklime and glaucous sedge may be two of Stuart’s favourite plants? How can I ever
forget brooklime with her glorious Latin name of Veronica beccabunga ? Or glaucous sedge - Carex flacca -
known as floppy flacca with its decidedly limp male flower spikes? Stuart is a natural teacher with his
humour and gentle encouragement to remember the identifiers of a particular plant.
The botanising group that Stuart started three years ago has met monthly through the summers with the
aim of recording the botany in varying habitats of East Lothian. Such was our enthusiasm, or perhaps it
was our inability to reach a conclusion, that on one of our first outings we never moved out of the car park
so taken were we with the intricacies of identifying Epilobium (willowherb); to paraphrase Stuart : an
almost impossible task and best left alone!
Stuart encouraged us to try and look like real botanists with our notebooks, hand lenses and large tomes
for identification purposes; he would stand by patiently whilst we lurched from step to step of the key to
reach our combined conclusion that this particular plant is a rarity -
“Yes!”
to be found only in the Cambridgeshire fens -

“Oh!”
Stuart’s i.d tips are unforgettable: Heraclium sphondylium (hogweed) has a leaf that looks like a letter ‘H’
but only if you do some judicious origami on it leading you to the conclusion that this is indeed ‘H’ for
hogweed - not the fearsome giant variety - a winning formula for identifying those difficult umbellifers.

The hop trefoil, lesser trefoil and black medick all need careful examination but Stuart pointed out the tiny
needle like projection (mucronate tip) at the end of the medick leaf “Just like a medic’s hypodermic
syringe”.
One of the more convoluted i.d. tips concerns Rumex acetosella (sheep’s sorrel): this plant has leaves with

“narrow, spreading basal lobes” according to the book. Stuart’s tip is that the leaves curl round a little at
their bases, somewhat akin to a shepherd’s crook, hence the connection to sheep and thus to sheep’s
sorrel.
Simple!
Before Stuart started the group most of us were unable to distinguish a ligule from an awn or a bract from
a stipule, in fact we didn’t know such things existed, but as a result of Stuart’s teaching tempered with
much patience and great good humour we have slowly gained in confidence, so much so that we are even
wanting to get to grips with grasses. Testament to Stuart’s skills.
Stuart taught us from the beginning that recognising the family of a plant is a good starting point to
pinpoint the actual species. He warned us not to read too much into a name: we could not believe we had
found wood vetch when it was spotted growing nowhere near a clump of trees but instead was growing
above a local beach. He also showed us that a knowledge of garden plants can be helpful but gardeners
everywhere beware: couch grass can grow to 1.5 metres tall.
There is so much we have learnt under Stuart’s patient tutelage and I, for one, really hope that somehow
these sessions can be continued so that the combined knowledge of the botanising group can be
furthered and utilised.

I am really sori (sic) to see Stuart leave for pastures new but wish him all the best in his new role.

The Plant Hunters This August we say Farwell to our Biodiversity Officer, Stuart MacPherson who has 

found a new job closer to his home in the Borders. Many volunteers will know him for his plant skills – both advising 
on the grassland grazing project and more recently leading the Plant Hunter’s group. Here are some words from 

some of the plant hunting volunteers



Derek Jackson: “My starting point was “That’s a tree!” Now walks are far more 
interesting. Stuart’s thoughtful, funny, patient enthusiasm has given me an 
increased awareness of the world around me. Where there was just grass, now it is 
filled with plants of all shapes, heights and colours. A plant is no longer just a plant.”

Dave Oldham: “Before getting into the plants that were 
found, one of the rewards for me in attending these sessions 
was seeing places in East Lothian that I had not been to 
before. Then there was the relaxed way in which the Stuart 
organised the session. As it went along you could dip in with 
the identification process of a plant or scurry around yourself 
to see what you could find. Stuart recognised that people 
had different interests and knowledge.

More seriously, for me, it was a great opportunity to refresh 
my plant identification skills after some 40 plus year had 
elapsed since I had finished my ecology degree at Edinburgh 
University. I say a sad farewell to Stuart and I am looking 
forward to working with next Biodiversity Officer in due 
course. This knowledge and work that we do needs a leader 
and it is crucial to our understanding as the health of the East 
Lothian habitat.”

Various Plant Hunters reminisce

Alan Whyte: “Although I have only been to 4 of the 
plant sessions, Stuart always made the learning 
experience an enjoyable and fun one, beginners were 
always made very welcome and no questions even 
how stupid they might have seemed were left un 
answered. As a result of these plant sessions I am now 
pointing out a couple of plants to my wife and I hope 
that I will continue learning. It is a great shame that 
Stuart is leaving as it did help to have someone with a 
good knowledge of plants to guide you in their 
identification. I wish Stuart all the happiness in his 
new job and hope that he can continue to instruct 
others in plant identification.”

Fran Burgess: “Stuart humoured our ignorance and curiosity, in every sense of 
the word! This programme has taken me back to my childhood and my Mum 
who loved identifying wildflowers. And it dragged me back to first year Botany 
when I was once fluent with all the naming and could find my way through a 
classification. Hopefully my handy hand lens will continue to be put to good 
use. It is so disappointing for us that Stuart is going to pastures new, but we 
wish him all the best. In such a short time, he became a special person for us.”



Black and Grey words and pictures by Abbie Marland

Black Darters (Sympetrum danae) are Britain’s smallest dragonfly. This is our only black species, 
traditionally found on upland bogs and moorland. But in East Lothian, the last few years have seen 

increasing numbers on coastal marshes. The males are highly territorial, chasing all which approaches 
a favoured perch, and are attracted to pale colours during strong sunshine [see pic of one on 

barnacles]. They sometimes swoop high into the sky, where light catches their wings. The resulting 
“glitter” is a good clue to their presence!

Grayling butterflies are masters of disguise, with cryptic colouring and an eye spot to deter predators. They 
close up their wings on landing and at rest. seeming to vanish into the background. However, there is one 
occasion where the upper wing is fully visible, during the elaborate courtship where the male bows to the 

female and openly displays his wings as the dance proceeds.



Benches on the Tyne
In last month’s BBF we featured the bench installation that has been happening on the 

Tyne – here are some photos showing them being put to good use by people and their 

companions. It looks idyllic!  Thanks Dave Q for sending these in.



Sometimes you 

spot a tricky one.

But with determination...

…and the 

right tools..

…you can bag the prize.

Dave’s War on Giant Hogweed continues...

…perseverance..

Footnote: Didn't take my gloves off 

sensibly after a GH session. 3 weeks 

later still not gone

Thanks to Dave for sharing his Hogweed exploits with BBF – great 

determination (and probably a little bit of utter madness!) Fantastic work 



Of Wet and Wildness

One of the least noticed changes in the lowland countryside since the last war has been the loss 
of wetlands.  Modern drainage techniques have made it possible to almost entirely eliminate the 
marshes, pools and wet grassland which at one time existed on nearly every farm.  The result has 
been a huge decline of many once common plants and animals dependent on wet places.  

This has happened in East Lothian and the few surviving wetland areas are very precious 
however small they may be.  One such remnant is the marsh on the north side of North Berwick 
Law which those who race to the top to enjoy the wonderful views may fail to notice.

The marsh comprises low lying ground either side of what was once the winding Mill Burn that 
used to power three mills above the Glen golf course though over the years the burn has been 
straightened out and the lower part is now piped underground.  Mallard and Teal use the marsh 
in the winter while Reed Bunting and Sedge Warblers nest. However the marsh is slowly drying 
up as large plants such as Reedmace (Typha) take over and the only open water left is three small 
ponds which were dug five years ago but are now growing over. Open water is vital, not just for 
birds but for aquatic plants, amphibians and invertebrates such as dragonflies.  It also makes it 
possible to see some of the wildlife!

The management plan for North Berwick Law recognises that the marsh is important locally for 
its biodiversity and the need to conserve it for the future. This includes learning more about the 
factors which influence it and it was suggested last year that it might be possible to obtain 
limited control of the water level and thus halt or reverse the drying up process.

After carrying out local consultation the Joint Laws Advisory Group gave its consent for a trial to 
be carried out using a drop-board sluice at the outflow of the marsh to see what could be 
achieved. Drop-board sluices are used on many nature reserves as a simple and inexpensive way 
of controlling water levels.  They have the advantage of being fail safe in the event of a flood 
while they allow some water past to ensure a continuous flow. 

Galvanised steel channels which hold the wooden boards were fabricated by a local blacksmith 
and the rest of the sluice put together by volunteers.  Initially there was a bad leak below the 
sluice and repairing it meant temporarily damming the outflow ditch in order to locate and fix 
the problem.  Volunteers have enjoyed three wet and muddy sessions working in the ditch and 
on the sluice which now appears to be operating as intended.  However installing this in one of 
the driest spells of weather for many years means that we have to wait until the rains come 
before we can see what effect it has.  The levels of key points across the marsh have been 
measured relative to Ordnance datum and water level records will be kept so that we learn as 
much as possible from the trial. See photos on next page.

Many thanks to Peter, Angus, Howard, Neil and Sam for their help with an interesting and 
enjoyable (I think!) project.

John Hunt



The marsh with North Berwick law in 
the background, showing the 
vegetation, mainly Reedmace (Typha
latifolia)

Outflow from marsh with channels in 
place

Sam Ramscombe and Howard Andrew 
with temporary dam

Drop Board Sluice in place raising water 
level in ditch

Of Wet and Wildness (pictures)



An occasion for us at ELC to thank you out lovely countryside volunteers, for 
all your ongoing excellent work. 

A chance for you to catch up with other volunteers. 
An opportunity to get learn / try out something new. 

A chance to play a game or 2.
Free nosh 

Saturday 1st September 2018 10.00-15.00
Yellowcraig

If you would like to come along to the VJ please email Duncan 
(dpriddle@eastlothian.gov.uk) to let him co-ordinate the catering requirements.

Also if you are willing and able to help with the day = perhaps in devising / leading a game 
or two in the afternoon, or any particular burning desire, please let Duncan know and 

you’ll be put to good use!

Hope to see you there! 

Volly Jolly 2018

A message from Thomas:
I am doing a sponsored walk from Dunbar to East Linton, raising money 
for the Ridges Sanctuary Garden (I’m the walk leader). If anyone wants to 
sponsor me they can. It takes place on 18th August.  There is also The 
Border’s Search and Rescue sponsored event in September that I’m 
hoping to take part in. Email Tom@tbower.plus.com to sponsor me or if 
you want to know more.  Thank you.

mailto:dpriddle@eastlothian.gov.uk
mailto:Tom@tbower.plus.com


The Last Page

Where in EL?
Two more photos.  Where were they taken? 
Thanks to Liz for the photos

Last month’s photos were of 
the beach near Hedderwick

(Dunbar) and a monument at 
Crichness on the edge of the  

Lammermuirs

Moths in the Garden
Sunday August 5th 10am

St. Mary’s Pleasance, Haddington
Meet moths up close and learn more about the different species. A 

monthly event in Haddington. 
A FREE event organised by Haddington Garden Trust and Butterfly Conservation 

Scotland East Branch

For more information contact: mothsinthegarden@gmail.com

The first meeting of the Nature Study Group for the new season will take place on 9th August 2018 
at 16:30 in the Saltire Rooms, John Muir House, Brewery Park, Haddington. The full programme is:

9 Aug 2018 Hugo Straker ‘Moorland management’
13 Sept 2018 Gill Hatcher ‘Saving Scotland’s red squirrels through community action’
11 Oct 2018 David McAdam ‘Geodiversity in East Lothian’
15 Nov 2018 Members’ evening
13 Dec 2018 John Baxter ‘Identifying, quantifying and protecting Scotland’s blue carbon 
resource’
10 Jan 2019 Lesley Fairweather ‘The management of Woodhall Dean’
14 Feb 2019 Cat Barlow ‘ The South of Scotland Golden Eagle project’
14 Mar 2019  Stuart McPherson and Stan da Prato ‘Native – good, non-native – bad?’ Discussion
11 Apr 2019 Heather McHaffie ‘Conservation Projects at the Royal Botanic Gardens’
9 May 2019 Emma Rawling ‘The Scottish Wildcat’

The web link is: https://sites.google.com/site/elnaturestudy/
All are welcome. Please contact Graham and Maxine Pettigrew for further information 
(pettigrewgraham@gmail.com)

NATURE STUDY GROUP

https://sites.google.com/site/elnaturestudy/

